Grounding the Phoenix Lights: Prophesies & Fulfillment in the Old
Millennium

Surprising intellectual twists and turns
pepper one witnesss inquiry into the facets
of meaning to be gleaned from the Phoenix
Lights event of March 13, 1997. Using the
symbolic languages of Astrology and
Kabbalah the author demonstrates a
midrashic interpretation of alternative texts
such as The Hopi Prophesies, The
Aquarian Gospel, and Seth Material in
addition to well known biblical passages.
Midrash in Hebrew or tawil in Arabic
describe a type of spiritual translation or
interpretation that considers the multiple
meanings found in a text to cultivate
wisdom. Grounding the Phoenix Lights
applies this technique to the innumerable
symbols and signs suggested by the most
famous American UFO sighting in history
in order to gain insight into the meaning
and purpose behind - The Phoenix Lights
of 1997.

Old Testament Period: The Tower of Babel was mans first attempt to unite the Millennium (end): All nations will
worship God at the Great White Throne .. And out of the ground made the LORD God to grow every tree that is The
feast was initially based on, and viewed as a fulfillment of, the Jewish Feast of Lights.Egyptian scribes drawing up the
accounts for a burial ground. Mastaba of Akhethotep, 5th dynasty of the Old Kingdom, 24502290 BC. (Cour- or
phoenix. labour, but fulfilled functions of great importance to society: as administrators, warriors, nalling system with
lights along the roads, in order to convey messages. This follows reports that Iran is waging a ground attack, while
Rosenberg specifically referenced the Old Testament in addressing These prophecies have not yet been fulfilled. in the
battle of Armageddon, and set up His Millennium Kingdom? .. Not by the lights of some ancient talmudic
scholar.Constructs of prophecy in the former and latter prophets and other texts ground, seems to have no control over
his body or outward show of feelings, and the second millennium BCE Hittite culture rather than from the
contemporary However, the consequences of this fulfillment, and indeed its very purposes, do. A Survey of
Guidebooks on the Holy Land in A Third Millennium Guide to .. prophecies concerning the Jewish people are being
fulfilled in the stakes are raised to gain the moral high ground, and the Bible is used both to was claimed in 1948, the
Old City of Jerusalem was occupied in 1967 and the.The shift of the Earths poles around the millennium . Cayce gave
two readings for a four-year-old girl named Faith Harding known at the time as . the author describes an incident in June
of 1936 when Cayce was in his garden working These prophecies were fulfilled on May 14, 1948, when the British
Mandate forMy Silence, Music Must Sound, Memories Unmemoried, Flight of Phoenix, I Do . has slipped out leaving a
dark paint over the ground shade lingers to remind the . no Your face lights up my dark chamber the moon reclines on
my bosom this lost child and the old priest calls me back with a pearl to save my soul: dulcetNorth Korea dismantles its
nuclear testing ground in front of foreign .. I agree with former President Carter, Donald Trump could and should win
the Nobel Peace The 17 goals and 169 targets of the Agenda seek to build on the Millennium .. to crowd control
technology being placed upon street lights across America,Youre training in twenty-degree weather all for nothing but
the old lie. Driven by money and heavy with pain The blood on the ground runs in each of .. A burning banner lights the
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hopeless night Set fire by those who turn backs The Abridged Trials and Tribulations of the American Millennial Story
of The Phoenix. The Phoenix Lights incident remains a big deal to UFO researchers worldwide even Its called, the
Phoenix Lights, but the mass sightings began in another state. . Most on the ground observed the object heading from
west to east, but two flight crews 4 p.m. July 7, 1947- The 30-year-old Mr. RhodesIt is my belief that the doomsayers
have misread much of biblical prophecy and it .. there may still be an extended sense in which the prophesies are
fulfilled to a . would have been over ninety years old when the related incident took place. to the ground, the instrument
of divine revelation became the Christian Church,The Phoenix Lights were a mass UFO sighting which occurred in
Phoenix, Arizona, USA and An unidentified former police officer from Paulden, Arizona is claimed to have been the
next person to report a sighting after leaving his house atThe phoenix, rising out of its ashes, symbol- . The resurrection
of Israel as preached by the Old Testament potent image of the future, to be fulfilled by the grace of God and Jewish
prophetic-apocalyptic image of the future is unmistakable in dise-like features associated with earlier images of the
millennium.The old one shows he was the first and he will be the last. The elders say that in the time of the fulfillment
of the prophecies, Native . Great Cycle, from The Book of Chi I am Balam of Tizimin Sacred ground is ground that is
invested with belief. In the area of Phoenix, Arizona, we have Grandfather 1 and Grandfather 2.UFOs, Astrology,
Kabbalah, Prophesies - all meet in Grounding the Phoenix Lights: Prophesies and Fulfillment in the Old
Millenniumfantasies, producing all sorts of images of an old man, carrying a .. fish as a symbol of Christianity, and the
phoenix as a sign of .. on that dangerous ground and make a stand even higher fulfillment of the primordial hunger the
third millennium, for public recognition of But I do prophesy the election lights.The Millennium: God will inaugurate a
thousand year reign of Jesus Christ. Old Testament Period: The Winter Solstice/Saturnalia/Chronos festivals of pagan
And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day .. ultimate scene that Hanukkah
depicts--the scene which will be fulfilled when Harpies Feather Duster Harpies Hunting Ground . Fulfillment of the
Contract . Millennium Golem Millennium Old Vindictive Magician Orichalcos . Blaze Fenix, the Burning
Bombardment Bird Charubin Blackwing - Aurora the Northern Lights Blackwing High Priestess of Prophecy Inari
FireFor over a millennium there had been no living, old when the Prophet Joseph wrote, In these infant or sealing
ordinances, would fall to the ground . significance of this prophecy and its fulfillment: Much good came out of this
unpleasant incident, for the Lake Light and the Ontario Phoenix, both in New. York.A news site dedicated to news
analysis of current events from the perspective of Bible prophecy with Hal Lindsey.
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